Utilizing the Parent and Student Features
Available on Pearson Successnet

There are many important resources available to students and parents at home or school. This guide will outline how to utilize these resources from any computer connected to the internet!

To begin, the website can be found at www.pearsonsuccessnet.com

Your student should type their username and password. Both can be easily obtained from your teacher or principal. If you aren't sure of log in information, contact the school and they will be ready to assist.
If a student has taken a test online in class, the results can be available immediately by logging into the student’s account and clicking the “parents” button in the upper right corner area of the page.
Once you click the Parent button, test results can be viewed here. These are the results of a test that a student took online at school. It shows the areas that were mastered (the green dot) and the areas that were missed (the red x).

Any online tests a student has taken will be viewable here. Teachers assign the tests to be completed.
Parents and students can access their Math or Reading textbooks from any computer connected to the internet.
To check out some neat features found in our Reading Street Program, click “To Do” on the Reading Street bar.
Once you open the Reading Street Tab, click the “Explore” tab to see the activities that correspond to the student’s work in class.

Click on the appropriate Unit Tab to select the lesson your student is working on this week.
Click on the story to see the activities your student will be doing this week, and help them prepare for the assessment at the end of the week!
This window pops up to show the overall idea on Day 1. Each day has a different set of activities that display when you click “view” above.
Another option is to search for the story or topic the student is studying if you’d like to find more related resources.
Explore the Math Lessons the students viewed in class by clicking “Explore” under the EnVision Math Tab.
Similar to Reading Street, you can navigate the lessons your student learned in class. Just click the Topic they are studying.
There are some really nice features you can find in the math lessons to enrich your student’s understanding. There is a link to the textbook (where you can find the practice homework sheets), a glossary, practice problems, and more!

You can also search for concepts by clicking search above the Topic screen.